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Abstract

This report will summarize some results from a multi-year research effort at NASA

Langley Research Center aimed at the development of an improved capability for practical

modelling of eddy current effects in magnetic suspension systems. Particular attention is

paid to large-gap systems, although generic results applicable to both large-gap and small-

gap systems are presented. It is shown that eddy currents can significantly affect the

dynamic behaviour of magnetic suspension systems, but that these effects can be amenable

to modelling and measurement. Theoretical frameworks are presented, together with

comparisons of computed and experimental data particularly related to the Large Angle

Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture at NASA Langley Research Center, and the Annular

Suspension and Pointing System at Old Dominion University. In both cases, practical

computations are capable of providing reasonable estimates of important performance-

related parameters. The most difficult case is seen to be that of eddy currents in highly

permeable material, due to the low skin depths. Problems associated with specification of

material properties and areas for future research are discussed.

Background

Whenever a time-varying magnetic flux penetrates a conducting medium, eddy-currents

will be generated according to a simple application of Faraday's Law of induction •

--' oh
VxE+N-=O (1)

or alternatively :
de

V = N d-T (2)

- where E represents the electric field, B magnetic flux density, V electric potential, N

the number of turns in a coil, and q_ magnetic flux. Two fundamental effects must be

considered for a proper understanding of eddy current behaviour, particularly in large-gap

suspension systems. These are first, the reactive coupling from the magnetic fluxes

required for suspension purposes to the eddy current circuits and second, the resistive

dissipation in those circuits. The former effect is the driving term, the second clearly the
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dissipativeterm. Further, the signs of terms in equation 1 suggestexclusion (or
cancellation)of flux from theeddycurrentcircuits;normallyknownasLenz'sLaw.

Importantinsightcanbegainedfrom considerationof a simplemodel,resemblinga single-
turn transformer,with the eddycurrentcircuit beingthe secondary.The generalform of
theresultsareeasilyshownto be[1] :

/_ = i ( ---z_ '_ (3)
_ Re"l-Les]

where I, I,, are the driven coil and eddy currents respectively, R,,, L¢, L,,_ are the

resistance, self-inductance and mutual-inductance of the eddy current circuit. If the field

component Bj at some location due to a unit current in the primary coil is given by Kj

and the corresponding field component due to the eddy current is given by K,, then :

Bj -- KyI + K_Ie = (1 - Kj(R_+L_s) ,] (4)

The basic behaviour is illustrated in Figure 1, and is seen to be a roll-off in the magnitude

of the useful field, with a phase lag peaking at some "resonant" frequency, then

asymptoting to zero phase at high frequency. The frequency of resonance and the

magnitude of the peak phase shift (or maximum attentuation) are clearly of great interest.

It has previously been shown that order of magnitude estimates can made for simple

geometries using standard formulae for single-turn coils and the like [i].

A number of large-gap geometries have been studied and experimental evidence supports

the form of equations 3 and 4. Some of these results will be reviewed later in this paper.

In the meantime, certain practical difficulties that have been experienced in developing

mathematical models will be discussed. The "resonant frequency", or frequency of

maximum phase lag from equations 3 or 4, and the maximum phase lag are easily shown

to be [I] :

W4_ : n2e_L_ne ; Cmax = Tan -1 2x/L2e_nmL e (5)

In the former case, the resistance of the eddy current circuit must be known. One would

be forgiven for thinking that estimation of eddy current circuit resistance was a simple

matter of inserting material resistivity into simple geometric formulae. This apparently

trivial step quickly becomes a significant challenge, when it is realized that the resistivity

of common engineering metals varies greatly between different alloys, as illustrated in

Table 1, and is often also a function of heat treatment and cold work. Further, any

welded, bolted or rivited joints present unknown and practically unmeasurable properties.

Where the "skin depth" or penetration depth of the eddy currents is frequency dependent,

modified models are required. Careful consideration of the physics of the problem and
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Table 1 - Resitivity of Aluminum Alloys [2]

Type Resitivityi f2m x 10 -s

Pure aluminum 2.65

2024-T0 3.4

2024-T3,4 5.7

5083 5.9

6061-T6 4.0

study of classical solutions assists in the formation of suitable models. Exact solutions for

eddy currents in certain simplified geometries, such as infinite plates or bars are available

[3,4]. The solution to the infinite plate problem, illustrated in Figure 2, is reproduced here

for reference. The governing equation is the one-dimensional diffusion equation :

0'aB, 0B.
Oy2 = apo#_ (6)

- where a is the material conductivity and can be solved for the geometry given in Figure

2, to give the total magnetic flux across the conductor as "

B_o,at = 2 B_f.c¢Tanh(ab) (7)

- where, 6 being the skin depth "

a = v/jWOpop _ _ l_j (8)

The behaviour of equation 7 is rather unusual, suggesting that the total flux "rolls-off' at a

rate of 10db/decade with a limiting phase lag of 45 °. These are exactly half the

corresponding values of a simple first-order pole. Similar results have been reported by

other authors in small-gap applications [5] and the term "half-order pole" invoked. The

term "fractional derivative" is found in materials science and structural dynamics literature,

where similar temporal or spatial variations of physical properties have been noticed, albeit

in different circumstances [6,7].

This result suggests an ad-hoc adjustment of equation 3 or 4, by a multiplier of the form •

- where 7- is based on the frequency where the skin depth becomes roughly equal to the

effective material thickness. Reference 5 suggests an alternative form, based on an

approximate analysis, where the denominator would take the form (1 + x/_). However,

the form given in equation 9 is recommended here as being more consistent with other

literature. The response predicted by equation 9, illustrated in Figure 3, shows broad

correlation with observed behaviours. It should be noted that the integration of equation 9
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into equation 3 and 4 requires some care. Where an electromagnet coil is closely coupled

to an iron core, the flux penetration into the core, hence its magnetization, would lag

according to equation 9. Where currents are being excited in non-magnetic, conducting

media the situation is more complex. The flux penetration into the conductor will lag the

driving field, suggesting a lag in the eddy current, but it should be noted that the driving

field is itself strongly modified in the region of the conductor during the flux penetration

process. Further analysis is required in this area. The remainder of this paper will review

some experimental and computational results related to actual suspension and levitation

systems.

Practical Examples

Three suspension systems have been used during the course of this work for experimental

evaluation of eddy current effects. Each system, together with representative experimental

and computational results will now be briefly introduced. Experimental data relies on

direct flux measurements with a Hall probe; computational results employ the finite

element computer code ELEKTRA [10]

The Large-Angle Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture

The Large Angle Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture (LAMSTF) is a laboratory-scale

levitation device comprising five conventional electromagnets arranged in a circular

configuration, levitating a small suspended element containing a cylindrical permanent

magnet core. The core is magnetized along the long axis of the cylinder, which in turn is

horizontal. The suspended element can be controlled in five degrees of freedom [8,9].

Figure 4 shows the original layout of the system. The aluminum sensor frame and

baseplate are worthy of note.

When LAMSTF was first commissioned, a discrepancy was discovered in the dynamic

model, mainly manifested in the "pitch" degree-of-freedom (rotation of the suspended

element about a lateral, horizontal axis). Extensive computations and measurements of

the effects of eddy currents in the metallic support plate and position sensor structure

indicated that the problem was mainly due to eddy currents induced in parts of the sensor

structure. In fact, later replacement of this structure and the mounting plate with non-

conducting material removed the discrepancy in the dynamic behaviour.

Many results have been previously published [1], but Figure 5 summarizes some important
results.

The 6DOF-8C/2L system

A variety of "planar array" magnetic configurations were studied with the objective of

developing a LAMSTF-like system with 6 degree-of-freedom control. The naming

convention indicates that the system developed indeed achieves six degree-of-freedom
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control (6DOF) by using eight control coils (8C) and two D.C. coils providing a

background "levitation" field (2L). This configuration, illustrated in Figure 6, is far from

the only possibility. The system was developed with the minimum of metallic structure

(although iron cores are used in the eight control electromagnets), so the dynamic model

proved to be quite reliable. However, a much larger system of a comparable

configuration, the Large-Gap Magnetic Suspension System, is currently being developed

at NASA Langley [11], where the levitation coils will be low-temperature

superconductors. Eddy currents in the walls of the aluminum helium/nitrogen dewars

containing these electromagnets were a real concern. The 6DOF-8C/2L system has

therefore been used for a variety of verification experiments, repeating and extending

work previously carried out with LAMSTF.

Figure 7 shows measured and computed results from the 6DOF-8C/L2 system for the case

where a thin aluminum plate is placed between the control coils and the suspended

element. Agreement is considered reasonable, despite some uncertainty in the resistivity

of the actual aluminum alloy used. Readers are encouraged to compare the form of the

responses in Figure 7 with the trends shown in Figure 3.

The Annular Suspension and Pointing System

The Annular Suspension and Pointing System (ASPS), shown in Figure 8, is a

sophisticated prototype of a payload pointing and vibration isolation system for space

payloads [12,13]. It comprises an annular iron rotor, suspended and controlled in six

degrees-of freedom by five magnetic bearing assemblies and one bidirectional linear

motor. There is interest in developing advanced systems of similar configuration, so the

existing hardware is being used to study modelling and control techniques. The achievable

bandwidth of the magnetic bearings is of interest, either as a prerequisite to provision of

higher system bandwidths, or to permit effective application of more sophisticated

controller design techniques.

Computational modelling of the ASPS bearing stations has been attempted, albeit with

some difficulties caused by the highly permeable iron cores used. This presents

computational difficulties at the iron-air interface, particularly during the eddy current

computations, as well as problems is specifying precise material properties. Nevertheless,

it is clear that fluctuating coil currents provoke heavily damped flux waves propagating

inwards through the iron electromagnet cores. This is the expectation from classical

analysis, such as that presented earlier for the flat plate case, and can be captured in

computations, as illustrated in Figure 9.

Discussion and Conclusions

It has been shown that significant attentuation and phase shift of unsteady magnetic fields

can occur in magnetic suspension and levitation systems. Accurate predictions are

necessary for controller design purposes, as is a simple linear model. It has been shown
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that simple models can be developed, albeit with an awkward "fractional derivative" term.

Further research in this latter area is warranted.
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Figure 1 - Transformer Model and Predicted Response
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Figure 2 - Eddy Currents in an Infinite Flat Plate
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Figure 4 - The Large Angle Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture 
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Figure 8 - The Annular Suspension and Pointing System
Schematic
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